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ABSTRACT

This preliminary report consists of two parts.

Part One defines life-coping skills, provides an histori-

cal perspective, and recommends further study of life-

coping skills education and the development of a project

similar to "Inside/Out" for early adolescents. Part Two

provides details of such a project.

In Part One, life-coping skills are defined as those

affective, cognitive, and psychomotor skills that are

useful in working through the many difficulties of life

encountered at various developmental stages. Moreover,

it is stated, the acquisition of these skills is a con-

tinuing process that promotes individual growth and at

the same time deals with the difficulties.

The historical perspective reviews the study and

teaching of life-coping skills over the past decade.

Covered are materials from academic research and various

theoretical positions in life-coping skills education.

Also presented is information on the classroom use of

television and other media in the teaching of life-

coping skills.



The concluding section of Part One underlines the

complexity of a life-coping skills curriculum and ad-

vises against one massive sequential project. It is

recommended that a series of specific projects incor-

porating various components of the life-coping area be

developed.. To continue the momentum generated by

"Inside/Out" in life-coping skills education, it is

recommended that a prospectus be prepared for another

level of this series.

In Part Two, the recommendation for a new televi-

sion series similar to "Inside/Out" calls for a fifteen-

program television series for eleven-to-thirteen year old

children. The series would emphasize the major concerns

of early adolescence in both the individual and inter-

personal spheres. Support material for teachers and

others would be a part of the project.
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PART ONE

IN SEARCH OF A DEFINITION

Life-coping skills can be defined as those affective,

cognitive, and psychomotor skills that are useful in

working through the many difficulties of life encountered

at various developmental stages. Moreover, the coping

skills should be developed and constructed in such a way

that the life problems become the impetus for individual

growth and change towards maturity. Each period in life

brings changes in a person's physical state, personality,

and social and interpersonal relationships. Most people

attempt to cope with these changes by seeking and ap-

plying new skills that will keep them in a state of balance

or "dynamic equilibrium."

This definition first suggests that life-coping skills

can be developed to help individuals deal with the prob-

lems brought on by changing circumstances. Second, it

suggests that this development of skills is, in fact, a

continuing process that promotes individual growth, while
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simultaneously dealing with specific problems. As de-

fined here, the concept of life-coping skills overlaps

traditional subject matter areas and educational taxon-

omies, and thus defies strict categorization.

LIFE-COPING SKILLS -- AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Prior to the advent of modern mass education, knowl-

edge was transmitted not by teacher-specialists within

a school setting, but through family, friends, religious

institutions and apprenticeships. The key to successful

transmis.ion of knowledge was a concentrated emphasis on

the past and its wealth of human experiences. The indus-

trial revolution made such an informal educational system

inadequate. Schools came to serve as an introduction to

the expectations and characteristics of an industrialized

nation. However, the very features responsible for much

of the effectiveness of mass public education as a prepara-

tory system (regimentation, categorization of knowledge

into specific disciplines, authoritarian structures,

emphasis on factual information, and lack of individuali-

zation) are those that have been criticized most frequently

in recent years.
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Such diverse writers as John Dewey, Margaret Meade,

Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, John Holt, Paul Goodman,

Charles Silberman, Edgar Friedenberg, and Alvin Toffler

have helped to identify and popularize shortcomings and

voids in mass educational systems. Frequently the per-

ceived limitations seem to stem from sources such as un-

due perpetuation of traditional ideologies and maintenance

of the status quo, an over-emphasis on fragmented knowledge

units, forced conformity and the stifling of creativity,

and the inability to provide an education that is relevant

to the individual needs of students.

In 1962, the membership of the Association for Super-

vision and Curriculum Development took notice of such

concepts as individual convictions, beliefs, and values, and

expressed a strong inclination to accept the ideal of self-

actualization as a basic goal in education. The 1962 ASCD

Yearbook was entitled Perceiving, Behaving and Becoming, and

it clearly recognized that children's talents for creative

growth and personal understanding frequently were left un-

tapped.

Summarizing the positions of the Yearbook's authors,

the editor noted with distress that educators have done an

excellent job of transmitting information to students who,
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in turn, demonstrate their level of learning by taking

written examinations. There was little evidence, he con-

tended, that this demonstration of "intellectual competence"

had resulted in significant changes in behavior. To the

contrary, educators were beginning to see learning as a

much more pervasive process, involving not only basic cog-

nitive skills, but the entire personality. This was not

to imply, however, that factual materials were not useful

in making sound value judgments or in formulating construc-

tive social policies, Rather, it implied that an over-

emphasis on the scientific and purely objective served to

impede self-fulfillment, since facts were of little val.ue

without a human reference point. The Yearbook noted:

It 4,4 becoming more and mote cleat that the key
to e615eetive behavioral change La an individuat'4
pek4onat discovery o6 meaning. It ia values,
betieti and pe44onat meaningh which ai6ect be-
havio& moat matkedty. People without betiebs,
values and convictions cannot be counted upon in
a 4oeiety whose very 4u4vivat depends on active,
kehponhibte and tituatwo4thy people. (p.177)

Elizabeth M. Drews, returning to the same idea in the

ASCD's 1966 Yearbook, Learni_manciMental Health in Schools,

built upon the theme of self-actualization and called on

public schools to devote class time to the study of "self,"

and on universities to prepare teachers and counselors to



help students find answers to such questions as "Who am

I?" "What might I become?" and "How can I find my way?"

All academic subjects, she contended, could be applied in

this new context and knowledge could be seen as meaningful

in terms of the developing self. Individuals achieving a

true understanding of themselves would exhibit strong and

clear-cut value systems and would be capable of utilizing

their convictions and beliefs in solving life's daily

problems. To assist teachers in meeting this challenge,

Drews made specific recommendations for supporting the

curriculum design.

Oemonhttating - .through models on 6.aM4 - how
othet4 come to unde44tand them4etve4 and take
ke4pon4ibitity bon theik tive4 can be panti-
eutcuty he2p6ut. 06 couk4e, .there mu4t be
tieway (4aying, in e66ect, ,there are many way4

choo4e one that 4uit4 you), and time (hout4
and day4, not minute41, d4 well a4 matekiat4
that have built -in titexibitity and by theik
very natute a4k Sot ind.ivtduat adaptation4 and
innovation4. (p.112)

In the broadest sense, Drews expressed the firm convic-

tion that to be educated is to learn to live. Such a view

sees youth as being "effective," not merely reactive. To

cope effectively with life's complex situations implies not

only the ability to manage one's problems, but to antici-

pate and plan creatively.
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Just three years after Drews outlined her plans for

a curriculum based on self-actualization, the ASCD pub-

lished its 1969 Yearbook entitled Life Skills in School

and Society. The significance of developing specific

skills for living clearly was gaining increased recogni-

tion among educators. One author, Edward J. Meade, Jr.,

emphasized the importance of preparing for a changing

society by predicting that "in the yea44 to come one's

peace o6 mind and one's xeLationz with hiz woxtd and the

piopte in it wilt be at teazt as impontant ad the need

to be economicatty productive." Meade argues that we had

underestimated the obsolescence of "Beets," and needed to

reorganize our educational priorities by placing an emphasis

upon teaching "skittz" that were adapted especially to the

modern situation. The five basic skills identified by

Meade included "the abitity to reason; the abitity to ne-

adjust onezetli on one's own .teems to auttuAat Oux; .the

abitity to contAot and spend one time with intettigence

and xewaxding purpose; the abitity to achieve and sustain

newatding xetationzhipz with otheAs; and the abitity to

pe44evehe and extend one'a uniqueness white paAtieipating

hanmoniou.sty in the society." (p.51)
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During the years when such writers as Drews and Meade

were suggesting a re-evaluation of children's needs, there

was growing interest and financial support for the general

area of affective education, with emphasis on interpersonal

skills. The Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement

of Education provided financial support for an e.ploratory

study of affective education in 1966. The findings of

this initial project were reported in Toward Humanistic

Education: A Curriculum of Affect. As a result of this

preliminary report, The Ford Foundation supported the

establishment of two centers, one at the University of

Massachusetts and the second at the University of California,

Santa Barbara. Numerous reports and publications were to

follow. The most well-known, perhaps, is Dr. George Brown's

book, Human Teaching for Human Learning: An Introduction

to Confluent Education, which documents the ways in which

affective approaches can be integrated with both academic

and life-coping skills development.

Now, in 1974, a concern for the development of life-

coping skills is becoming more and more relevant to all

segments of our society. Research has begun to uncover



existing sources that relate well to the topic of life-

coping behavior -- for example, A Behavioral Sciences

Bibliography, prepared by The National Institute of Mental

Health. Currently in press are at least two scholarly

works that focus on this subject: G.V. Coelho, D.A. Ham-

burg and J.E. Adams (eds.), Coping and Adaptation: Inter-

disciplinary Perspectives, and L. Murphy and A. Moriarty,

Vulnerability and Coping.

In addition, a number of scholars are engaged in long-

term research projects in particular areas of life-coping

skills which suggest possibilities for educational imple-

mentation. For instance, the work of Drs. David McClelland

and Alfred Alschuler on achievement motivation has demon-

strated that the motive to achieve and excel can be construed

as a set of skills for responding to life problems, that

these skills can be taught, and that children who receive)

training in them are more likely to excel in actual life

situations. Similarly, Dr. Lawrence Kohlberg has developed

a stage theory of moral development. He has been able to

demonstrate in cross- cultural studies that children change

the nature of their moral judgments as they grow older,
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and that more sophisticated moral judgments can be ef-

fected by educational processes. In the area of creati-

vity training, Dr. Richard Crutchfield and his associates

have developed classroom techniques and print materials

that train children in methods of creative problem-solving;

these have demonstrated their effectiveness in improving

both out-of-class problem-solving behavior and IQ.

In addition to academic studies and theoretical ap-

proaches to the understanding of life-coping skills, educa-

tional materials also have appeared with increasing frequency

in the past several years. These materials have covered the

gamut from pre-school to college; they are geared for teachers,

for students, and for administrators.

Some, such as Philadelphia's Affective Education Develop-

ment Program, have involved entire curricula; others have

been more limited. There have been books for teachers and

for students such as the American Guidance Service's "Coping

With Series" (23 paperback books). Games and simulations

have been used in classrooms to attempt to deal with the life

problems faced by students (see Schild and Boocock's "Genera-

vion Gap," for example).
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The newer instructional media (television, film,

filmstrip, etc.) have the ability to reach large numbers

of children efficiently and, by virtue of this fact, they

play a major role in current efforts to teach life-coping

skills. Films, such as Learning Corporation of America's

"Searching for Values" series, have seen wide use in

secondary classrooms. In-service courses, like Glasser's

"Schools Without Failure," helped popularize the affective

approach to learning.

Significant contributions have been made, also, by the

Agency for Instructional Television (AIT) in preparing

educational television and film material for life-coping

skills. One of the first school television projects to deal

with life-coping relationships was "Ripples." This is a

series of thirty-six lessons for children, ages five to

seven. "Ripples" presents the themes of knowledge, values,

aesthetics, and change in relation to the process of grow-

ing. Through an emphasis on the interdependence of persons

and things, it reveals the knowing and feeling aspects of

human development. The "Ripples" series currently is being

transmitted by more than 150 television facilities in North

America, and has several million primary-student viewers.
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A more recent AIT consortium project is "Inside/Out,"

a thirty-program series that takes an affective approach

to the emotional health and well-being of eight-to-ten-

year-olds. Involving the learner, "Inside/Out" emphasizes

communication skills and social interactions as effective

ways of coping with many of the problems faced by the

intermediate-aged child. The series is designed to help

the child develop a personally effective life style. It

is a multi-disciplinary series that uses on open-end tech-

nique to elicit student involvement. "Inside/Out" deals

with such topics as sibling rivalry, prejudice, desire for

revenge, fear of humiliation, and parental mistreatment,

real or imagined.

The "Inside/Out" series is transmitted on 206 television

facilities that provide instructional materials to schools

in the United States and Canada. In addition, film and video-

cassette versions of the programs are reaching a wide audience

of elementary students and others, including parents, pre-

and in-service teachers, and mental health educators. These

6,oups are combining "Inside/Out" Stith their own life-coping

and emotional health activities.

Educational agencies transmitting "Inside/Out" report

that the series is the most enthusiastically received of all



their classroom offerings. In various surveys it has

ranked as the favorite of both students and teachers.

The following comments are typical of many that have come

from teachers working with the series:

-- I cannot foltai4e "In4ide/Out" highty enough. The
kid4 get 4o invotved both in di4cu444on and ob-
4e4vation. Wedne4day i4 thei4 15avokite day.

Eve4yone 4houtd beneiit 64om thi4 teteca4t; it
i4 an ext4emety enjoyabte pltoptam -- and thought
p4ovoking. Excettent.

"In4ide/Out" i4 a te44i6ic p4og4am. The 4tudent4
both ti4ten and 4etate to it.

"In4ide/Out" £4 a veity vatuabte pitogitam bon health
education. The cta44 enjoy4 it and get4 much out
06 it. It oomote4 good di4cu44ion.

-- My cta44 ant I 4eatty enjoy the new 4how "In4ide/Out."
Eve4y plogItam ha4 a wo4thwhite te44on in tiie to
teach.

-- Have nothing but comptiment4 04 "Inaide/Out" --
excettent vatue4 and chitdAen 4impty .love it. We
u4e it 604 comptete unit discu44ion4.

"Inaide/Out" 4eceive4 a 4upe4io4 Itating 64om my
eta44 excettent 4how wi4h it wa4 tonge4.

Although "Inside/Out" is only now completing its first

full year of use, it has already begun to establish itself

as the standard by which other school television series

are judged.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the foregoing, it appears that there would

be value in developing a variety of instructional television

materials that deal with life-coping skills. The very

nature of this educational area advises against the planning

of a single, massive sequential project. Rather, it may be

more fruitful to plan several specific projects that could

be evaluated separately by educators. Life-coping skills

can be organized in specific categories based on a variety

of criteria. These categories or components of life-coping

skills can then be treated in separate television projects,

no one of which can cover the entire curriculum.

With these thoughts as background, the following recom-

mendations are made:

I. AIT should continue study of life-coping skills educa-
tion with the intent of developing prospectuses for
several television series. These prospectuses would
be presented to educational agencies in the United
States and Canada for their consideration. In prepara-
tion for the development of the prospectuses the
continued study should:

a. Survey North American educational agencies to
reconfirm their interest in further exploration
of the development of life-coping skills materials
for classroom use.

b. Review existing materials and identify additional
people knowledgeable in the area of life-coping
skills.
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c. Bring these people together to develop recom-
mendations fJr specific series.

d. Provide a second, more comprehensive report on
life-coping skills in the spring of 1975 to
educational agencies in North America.

II. AIT should build on the success and momentum of its
previous life-coping series by extending the "Inside/
Out" concept to another age group. It is recognized
that additional materials such as another "Inside/Out"
series would be but part of a comprehensive life-
coping skills project. As a first step, it is recom-
mended that AIT develop a prospectus for a series that
would include:

a. Television programs for the eleven-to-thirteen-
year-old that emphasize the major concerns of
this period of human development in both the
personal and interpersonal spheres.

b. Related print material for classroom teachers,
parents, and guidance counselors, as well as
promotional, in-service, and informational
materials and programs.

Because of the value of the existing "Inside/Out" series

and the predicted utility of a further series, the second part

of this preliminary report is devoted to a consideration of

such a series.
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PART TWO

It BACKGROUND

Adolescence is a time of great change, a time when

a major physiological revolution is working synergistically

with sociological and psychological conflicts to produce

inner turmoil. The adolescent is struggling to understand

his own body as well as his relationships with parents and

peers. The adolescent is testing the problem-solving

techniques and coping mechanisms that he or she has been

using during the middle years. Will these remain effective

as he or she grows into adulthood? At this time of emotional

and physical stress, a young person needs to develop ways

to adjust to a changing world, to make efficient and effective

decisions, and to deal with newly developing concepts of

self.

Poets and novelists often have provided sensitive in-

sights into the frustrations and egoism of adolescence.

The professional literature also is quite massive, though

less inspired. The experts write of endocrine revolution

and of the search for identity, of peer relationships and

of risk-taking, of sexual conflict and of rebellion.
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When the professional jargon is distilled, it appears

that the adolescent is attempting to answer the basic

question "Who am I?" Corollaries immediately arise: "Am

I normal?" "What do others think of me?" "Will I ever

be independent?" The early adolescent seeks to answer

these questions through action and living, experimenting,

and testing, rather than through the intellectual processes.

II. RATIONALE

An existing consortium project for pre-adolescent

children has addressed itself to the conflicts and concerns

that arise during the intermediate years. "Inside/Out"

is a widely-used and effective series in emotional health

education for eight-to-ten-year-olds. Its aim is to help

children understand and cope with their emotions, and thus

achieve and maintain well-being.

The approach of "Inside/Out" is open-ended; it seeks

student involvement by fostering social communications.

This approach also seems uniquely appropriate for helping

early adolescents develop coping skills. The emotional

well-being of early adolescence can perhaps be best achieved

-16-



by emphasizing processes rather than rules, by stressing

affective materials while not excluding the cognitive)

by seeking the students' involvement in the problem

rather than letting an authority provide their answers.

In addition to the seemingly ideal model offered by

the "Inside/Out" project, the motivation to develop a

similar television series for the early adolescent is

heightened by the timing of the effort. The success and

wide approval of "Inside/Out" have created momentum among

the professionals in health, guidance, and education.

Parents, church groups, school administrators, and teachers

have expressed their satisfaction and are requesting other

materials that stimulate interaction between adult and child

and among the child and his peers. Many educational agencies

have introduced emotional health programs that incorporate

"Inside/Out" as a basic element. Others have used "Inside/

Out" to modify curriculum and introduce life-coping skills

into the classroom. In almost every instance, "Inside/Out"

has been viewed with enthusiasm by parents, teachers, and

students.

Approaches to the diffusion and implementation of the

-ArildeiOut" series hava been developed by health educators

-17-



and school television utilization personnel. Significant

promotional activities have been carried out by state and

local education and broadcasting agencies on behalf of this

series, as well as by Exxon Corporation. Articles in major

publications have also contributed to "Inside /Out's" popu-

larity outside the classroom. In-service projects and

utilization workshops have become the norm for this series.

Teachers are learning not only about the "Inside/Out" series,

but also about affective education and the use of discussion

techniques in the classroom. The mechanism is in place for

additional television materials to flow through the same

system and, thus, more easily move into the classrooms of

North America.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF A SERIES

The proposed series would consist of fifteen television

programs and related materials. These programs would present

dramatic situations, problems, and issues of interest to

eleven-to-thirteen-year-olds, and would use an open-ended

format whenever possible, emphasizing the emotional and

adjustment difficulties of early adolescence. The programs

would serve as a stimulus for students to begin responding
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to and coping with their problems of self-identity and

interpersonal relationships. The project would encourage

teachers to be more tolerant and supportive of student

efforts to implement newly-learned coping skills.

The questions raised by these open-ended presenta-

tions would require the student to develop certain selection-

oriented skills.

Programs in the proposed series will emphasize such

basic processes as

Grooing and developing

Interacting

Decision-making.

These processes would be applied to such issues as free-

dom and responsibility, separation from parents, consolida-

tion of sexual roles, anxieties about the future, and the

reorganization of peer groups.

Like "Inside/Out," this series would provide instruc-

tional guides to teachers so that they might plan learning

activities to follow the television programs. The suggested

activities within the guide would be designed to help

teachers and students deal with affective issues, and also
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help the students learn for coping with the ques-

tions raised by the open-ended television presentation.

Perhaps the approach is best illustrated by the fol-

lowing brief descriptions of two programs that might be

included in the proposed series and by suggestions for

classroom activities that follow the programs.
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PROCESS; INTERACTING

Theme: One of the critical problems of the eleven-to-

thirteen-age group is cliques.

Program: Diane is an attractive, energetic twelve-year-old

blessed with a good mind and the ability to use it. Not

surprisingly, she does well at school. She gets along with

her teachers and her report cards are exemplary. Unfortu-

nately, the girls she likes best feel envious of and

threatened by her success. They let her know these feelings

by cutting comments and by excluding her from group social

events. Diane is hurt by their behavior and tries to ignore

their actions. As a result they feel she is a snob.

How does Diane feel? How does the group feel? What

can be done to resolve the misunderstanding? Are there

processes or skills that can be learned to help Diane and

the group interact successfully?

Classroom Follow-Up: The teacher's guide will propose

activities for discussion of feelings and for development of

alternative solutions. The guide also will suggest activities

that will help viewers add to the skills they already have

available for use in such situations.
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PROCESS: GROWING AND DEVELOPING

Theme: Growing means change, though that may be hard to

see at thirteen.

Program: Billy is in the seventh grade and busy with school

activities. He's doing all right in his classwork, and

plays ball for the neighborhood team. He doesn't date, but

he's interested in girls and even goes to "Teentime" at his

junior high school. Usually he ends up shooting baskets or

just messing around with the other boys. Tonight, though,

he is going to try to dance. The only trouble is that all

the girls are a head taller than he, and, somehow, girls

just seem to know how to dance. He feels small and clumsy.

"Gosh," he thinks, "Will I ever grow up? Am I all right?

How can I ask her to dance when I'm such a shrimp?"

How can Billy work through his problem? How does the

mature girl deal with her immature boy friends?

In this case, the program itself might model life-

coping skills that would be appropriate for Billy's situa-

tion. For instance, a "flash-forward" might show the

"catastrophic expectations" that have Billy in such knots.

He might be seen in a fantasy of a college dance where all
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(Process: Growing and Developing continued)

his friends have blossomed and matured but he remains a

"shrimp," frozen at his adolescent developmental stage.

Classroom Follow-Up: The teacher's guide might suggest

that the students take a "guided fantasy trip" to imagine

what their own parents, whom they know as mature adults,

were like in junior high. Later, students could check

these fantasies against their parents' recollections. In

this way, fantasy would be taught as a skill that can be

used unconsciously Pr consciously to move backward and for-

ward in time, creating problems if the fantasy is uncon-

sciously "catastrophic" or untested, but providing insight

and options ii it is used consciously with an understanding

of its limitations.
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The purpose of the proposed fifteen-program tele-

vision series is to help eleven-to-thirteen-year-olds

become more effective in the processes of decision-making,

interacting, and growing and developing. The series would

stimulate the students' discussionof feelings, leading to

a better understanding of themselves and others. Such

classroom interaction would encourage the consideration of

alternative ways of coping with the critical issues of early

adolescence, and the addition of life-coping skills to the

emotional and intellectual repertoire of the students.

As with previous AIT consortium projects, a strong in-

service and utilization effort would be made for teachers

and administrators. Additional components could be directed

at parents and the general public.

An evaluation effort would seek to incorporate both

formative and summative elements. Programs would be exam-

ined for effectiveness prior to release and the budget would

permit changes in the project's materials based on evalua-

tion findings.

The proposed series would further self-discovery and

awareness, helping students cope with the bewildering

events of the early adolescent period. The series would



augment the traditional physiological approach to adjust-

ment currently presented to students of this age. Now we

tell students about the physiological changes they are

undergoing; in the future we should help them understand

and cope with their bodies and emotions.

Two sets of reaction forms are attached to the
inside back cover. Please return one completed
set to the Agency for Instructional Television,
Box A, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Ao
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REACTION FORM

LIFE-COPING SKILLS

Please respond to these questions as comprehensively as possible, using
additional sheets as required. Your reactions will be considered as AIT
continues the study of Ilfe-coping skills and prepares prospectuses in
this area. Two sets of reaction forms have been provided. Please return
one completed set to: Agency tio& In4t&uctiona2 TeteviAion, Box A,
8toomington, Indiana 47401

Name:

Agency:

Address:

Title:

From you& vantage point, what 4.4 the e44entiat nature and concern of
coping 41zitt4 education?
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Should tilie-coping zhittz be ztkezzed at a pakticutak educationat tevet(z)
(pkimaky, intekmediate, junto& high, zeniok high)?

Ate ti lie-coping zhittz, az de6ined by this nepont, a majors conceAn o6 yours
agency? At the potLcy tevet? At the opekationat tevet?

(continued)
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16 your, agency Ls uzing "Inzide/Out," do you believe anothe4 4etie4 zimitat
to it, but dot a di4Went age group, wowed be u4sedut? 16 you think an
additionat zetie4 would be u4e6ut, Son which age group woad you pee it?

Can you Auggezt pubtication4 and inztituctionat matetial4 that ought to be
keviewed in a continued expiotation od the tide-coping 4kitt4 area?

Can you zuggezt peopte who 4houtd be conzutted in a continued exptokation o6
ti6e-coping 4kitt4?
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We would value any additional comments or reactions you may have to this pre-
liminary report and to the specific project suggested in it. How do you
keatty Oa about tiiie-coping 4kitt4 education and pAoject4 4imitak to
"In4ide/Out?"

If you would like to receive additional copies of this report for your own
use, please indicate the number desired.

Number of copies

We would like to send this preliminary report to people you think ought to
receive copies. Please list their names and addresses.

Please accept our thanks./
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